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“A debut mystery introducing an amateur sleuth on an island as enticing as tropical fruit.”
~ Betty Jane Hegerat, author of The Boy and Delivery

The dead body in the pool is putting a serious dent in Geoff’s morning. An ex-
pat property manager on the Caribbean island of Bequia, Geoff doesn’t want 

a spotlight shone on the secret past he left behind in Canada, but now he’s the 
suspect in a brutal murder. With no help from the inept local police force, he’s 
drawn into investigating the murder himself, to clear his name. As Geoff finds 

out more about the circumstances surrounding the killing, and he and his loved 
ones find themselves in danger, he begins to see a very dark underbelly of the 

place some people call paradise…
 

Part travelogue, part mystery, Island in the Clouds takes a long, hard look at the 
reality of living in a place that seems perfect — from the outside, anyway.

“Island in the Clouds is a wondrous mystery, set on the lush island of Bequia 
in the Caribbean. A Canadian with a secret past becomes both suspect and 
investigator for two murders on the island. Along the way, he shares sharp 

insights into the history and life of this gleaming gem of a place. Susan M. Toy 
is a keen stylist who never fails to drive her story forward with a sure hand. As in 
all well-crafted mysteries, the solution to the crimes is both thoroughly surprising 
and perfectly logical. Toy shows us the sights and lets us hear the rhythms of the 
islanders and, cunningly, allows us to peek into the lives of a sexy set of expats.”  

J. Michael Fay 
Founder Alexandra Writers’ Centre Society

“So here we have a dead body in a swimming pool, a fantastic locale, and a 
cracking good yarn. Ever dreamed of running away to a Caribbean island? 

Author Susan Toy entertains while providing the inside scoop on what that might 
be like. And not to worry. You’ll exit this mystery with your dreams intact.”  

Ken McGoogan 
Author of How the Scots Invented Canada, Fatal Passage

$18.95CDN
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A Caribbean getaway ... with a little mystery on the side.
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Susan M. Toy has been a bookseller, a sales rep for 
publishers, an author impresario, a writer, and is now 
a publisher. She shares her time between Calgary, 
where she makes a living, and Bequia, where she 
has a life.
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